Within the macroscopic approach, however, the contribution of a direct four-neutron coupling feeding the final " Sn + " Sn channel should also be considered.
The direct transfer of four nucleons in reactions with super6uid systems is compared with the feeding of the same final channel by a successive transfer of correlated nucleon pairs. A quantitative analysis is carried out for the reaction ' Sn+" Sn which shows the overwhelming dominance of the direct multiparticle transfer at bombarding energies below the Coulomb barrier. Results of simple estimates -supplemented by full coupled-channel calculations -provide orientation for selecting the experimental conditions which best exhibit the specific characteristics of the superconductive phase. The possibility of detecting an interference pattern between the two processes is also dis- Within the macroscopic approach, however, the contribution of a direct four-neutron coupling feeding the final " Sn + " Sn channel should also be considered.
In this Brief Report we make quantitative estimates of the relative importance of the two competing processes.
We take as a specific example the reaction studied in Ref. 4 . As it turns out, the results are strongly dependent on the choice of experimental conditions. We thus develop some guidelines to enhance the novel aspects in multiparticle transfer which are allowed by the superfluid character of the tin isotopes.
As a starting point we consider the reaction amplitudes for both the direct and sequential processes. Serniclassical expressions for the lowest orders are deemed appropriate since the regime of interest is restricted to grazing collisions induced by very weak couplings. We then take ad;, = -f "F4(t)e' 'dt and~' In Fig. 1(a) Fig. 1(b Fig. 1(b) can thus be used to estimate the loss in counting rate to be expected as the energy is lowered below the barrier to favor the direct multiparticle transfer. We note that measurements of one-and two-nucleon transfer have been recently extended to energies well below the barrier by the introduction of new detection techniques. Both quantities are normalized to unity for E, =Ez. 
